Sustainability and inclusion for growth corridors in Africa

**BUSINESS AS USUAL**

- Degraded landscapes
- Depleting extraction
- Unsustainable farming
- Isolated communities
- Urban / rural disconnect
- Restricted market access

**INCLUSIVE GREEN GROWTH**

- Drive the conflict between actors due to limited resources, biodiversity loss and stress change
- Pose medium to long-term risk for business investment
- Lead to insecure livelihoods for local communities
- Undermine cohesive governance
- Restricts financing options

- Support interest-driven partnerships between actors for optimal resource allocation and sustainable ecosystems
- Enable long-term business competitiveness
- Strengthen sustainable and inclusive local communities
- Encourage strong and inclusive institutions
- Secure innovative investment flows

**RESILIENT ECOSYSTEMS**

- Restorative extraction
- Diverse & well-planned land use
- Climate-smart agriculture
- Connected landscapes
- Value chains

**RESTRICTED MARKET ACCESS**

- Business as usual...
- Inclusive growth corridors...

To find out more, visit: www.sustaininitiative.org